
When visiting Japan with a short-term visa or a short-term tourist visa (including 

 medical tourism) from overseas, we recommend using the "BINZ EDUCATIONAL 

RESEARCH INSTITUTE", which is cooperated with the medical corporation  

"SAISEI MIRAI", as the endorser for your stay in Japan. 

BINZ EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
BINZ Educational Research Institute is located in Osaka, one of Japan's representative metropolitan cities. 

We serve as a gateway to Japanese universities, graduate schools, and language schools for international 

students from China, Southeast Asia, the United States, and other countries who wish to study in Japan. In 

addition, we provide medical tourism services for cutting-edge medical treatment. By partnering with various 

institutions such as universities, Japanese language schools, preparatory schools, medical facilities, and 

welfare-related vocational schools, we respond to the needs of language students with a focus on employment 

opportunities after graduation, and patients who come to Japan for medical purposes. As an educational and 

medical institution, BINZ EducationL Research Institute aims to contribute to diverse education and 

healthcare connecting overseas and Japan, with a team of language-proficient 

staff from various countries. 

For patients coming to Japan on short-term visas and short-term tourism visas 

(including medical tourism), an endorser residing in Japan is required. BINZ 

Educational Research Institute is one of  the offices that has partnered with 

the medical corporation Saisei Mirai to act as an endorser for such patients. 

We also provide support for accommodation, meals, and small trips during 

your stay in Japan.  

※Please note that all costs related to the above will be paid in a lump sum to the clinic to

minimize the patient's burden

BINZ Educational Research Institute 

Osaka Office: (within SYNTH), 103, 1F Urban Ace KITAHAMA Bldg., 2-3-7 Hiranomachi, Chuo-ku, Osaka, 

Japan. 

Tel: 06-6123-8100 / 090-2816-4340 (for urgent inquiries). 
E-MAIL：tori3no3kimochi@gmail.com／sky_bin_terashima@hotmail.com 

Director：Terashima Bin 

·PHDC, Kobe University

·Visiting Professor, Chiang Mai University

·Special Lecturer, University of Hawaii

·Consultant, Demy Education Group, China

·Former Japanese Language Specialist at St.

Peter Claver College in Australia

·Policy Researcher, UNICEF

·Higher Education Researcher,UNESCO

·Lecturer, Japan International Cooperation

Agency (JICA)

·Inspector, Nara International Exchange

Promotion Association

·Deputy Director, Hyogo Prefecture

Volunteer Association

·Member of the Japan Comparative

Education Society and the Japan Society of

Educational Sociology

·Former Principal and President of

HAYAMA International Language and Nara

Chuo Welfare College.
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